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Abstract: Bioactive chemicals derived from various parts of the fruit Vitis vinifera (grape fruit) have been proved to possess anti-diabetic, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, skin-protecting, anti-cancer, and antibacterial properties in recent findings. This study used in silico ADMET analysis for chemical profiling, docking of procyanidin and anthocyanidin compounds identified in grape seed with the receptor aldose reductase (PDB ID: 1US0), and ligand binding capacity analysis. Simulation was used to evaluate five compounds, with the CID 9064 and 65056 showing high binding energy and strong interactions with the AR (PDB ID: 1US0). Together, the current in-silico analysis indicates Vitis as a valuable source of inhibitors of AR inhibitors that can be used in complementary and alternative medicine to prevent and treat diabetic disorder as well. The findings have provided more insight into designing a strategy and probable mechanism of inhibitors found in Vitis against aldose reductase using computer aided drug designing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Proanthocyanidins (PACs) are polyphenolic compounds that are highly focused in the nutraceutical field for their health benefits. Many evidences on animal and human studies have indicated that the intake of natural polyphenols is closely related to the decrease of “civilization disease” incidences, such as diabetes, and several forms of dyslipidemia [1],[2],[3]. The benefits derived from consumption of PACs are related to their nutritional aspects [4] and phytochemical properties [5]. In vitro, PACS exhibit strong antioxidant activity in scavenging reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, modulating immune function and platelet activation by inducing nitric oxide (NO) release from endothelium [6]. In addition, PACS also inhibits the progression of atherosclerosis and prevent the increase of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol concentration [7].

Studies have been conducted extensively on grape seeds to evaluate their bioactive compounds [8],[9]. Grape seed extract (GSE) contain a mixture of monomers (5–30%), oligomers (17–63%), and polymers (11–39%) composed of PACs. The red color and bitterness of GSE can be attributed to PACs. Grape seed proanthocyanidin extract (GSPE), a flavonoid polyphenolic compound, is a rich source monomers, catechin, (-) epicatechin gallate and gallic acid along with polymeric and oligomeric PACs by C4–C6 or C4–C8 bond links (Figure.1).
Supplementation with grape seed PACs reduces post-prandial glucose within 30 min compared with a high-carbohydrate diet alone in healthy humans. GSPE can significantly maintain blood glucose with age while elevating muscle and liver glycogen reserves. Further, progress in ageing research has indicated that GSPE combined with physical exercise attenuates glucose dyshomeostasis. Proanthocyanidins have a prominent role in pathways related to glucose homeostasis in metabolic syndrome in humans as well as in animal models wherein they alleviate high-fat-derived hyperglycaemia. Montagut et al. [10] have demonstrated that Wistar female rats supplemented with 25 mg GSE/kg body weight/day for 30 days improved homeostasis model assessment-insulin resistance index as a result of downregulation of primers Glut4, Irs1, and Pparg2 in white adipose tissue. Further, their findings suggested the exertion of long-term effects of grape seed procyanidin in establishing glucose homeostasis against diabetes.

Studies indicate that GSPE can alter lipid uptake in rats through the up-regulation of 5' adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase and the oxidation of fatty acids [12]. Hence, GSEs have a great impact on consumers because of their potential health benefits [6]. In fact, the blood glucose homeostasis in the body is achieved through the mediation of two hormones, insulin and glucagon, that are antagonistic to each functionally. These hormones arise from the endocrine cells located in the islets of Langerhans of the pancreas [13]. Our lab has been focusing on GSPE and its hypoglycaemic and lipid-lowering effects apart from their local anti-inflammatory actions in the pancreas and brain of Type 1 diabetes in male Wistar rat as an experimental model [14,15]. Further, GSPE is a metal chelator, thus offering protection against inflammation and related metabolic pathologies [16,17]. In addition, our studies [15] and those of Pinent et al. [18] on streptozotocin- and alloxan-induced T1DM [19] in rats have evidenced the anti-hyperglycaemic effects of GSPE. Interestingly, determining GSPE dosage in animal species is interpreted for humans based on the guidelines from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that primarily considers body surface area across species [20].

Since the rise of databases [21] such as PDB (www.rcsb.org), ChEMBL (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/), PubChem (https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), and the Drug Bank [22], as well as new information from traditional in vivo and in vitro studies, computational methods in medicinal chemistry have become more popular. Molecular docking is a technique employed to predict the interaction of protein with ligand molecule[11]. The significance of docking is to select ligands that bind efficiently in their native conformation with a protein. Docking tool is required to predict the active sites accurately [23]. The first enzyme in the polyol pathway, aldose reductase (AR), is broadly distributed in mammalian tissues such as lens retina, Schwann cells of nerves and erythrocytes [24]. The build-up of intracellular sorbitol is also enhanced due to increased aldose reductase activity. Aldose reductase (AR; ALR2; EC 1.1.1.21) catalyzes reduction of glucose to sorbitol in the presence of nicotinamide adenosine dinucleotide phosphate, leading to excess storage of...
intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) in various tissues of DM including the heart and kidneys. It links diabetes mellitus to the development of a variety of secondary problems [25]. The major goal of this work is to use computer-aided drug design methods to evaluate *Vitis*’ ethnopharmacological knowledge and to build a safe and more dependable diabetes medication.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of ligand

Ligand molecules like procyanidin trimerC1 (CID:169853), procyanidinB4a (CID: 147299), procyanidineB2a (CID: 122738), procyanidinB3a(CID: 146798), procyanidinB1a (CID: 11250133), were tabulated, screened and the structures were downloaded from pubchem database. in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound ID (CID) at Pubchem</th>
<th>Iupac Name of the compound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_9064</td>
<td>(2R,3S)-2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3,5,7-triol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_65056</td>
<td>(2S,3S)-2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-5,7-dihydroxy-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3-yl 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_65064</td>
<td>(2R,3R)-5,7-dihydroxy-2-(3,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3-yl 3,4,5-Trihydroxybenzoate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_65084</td>
<td>(2R,3S)-2-(3,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3,5,7-triol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_72276</td>
<td>(2R,3R)-2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3,5,7-triol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_72277</td>
<td>(2R,3R)-2-(3,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3,5,7-triol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure2D_CID_199472</td>
<td>(2S,3R)-5,7-dihydroxy-2-(3,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-1-benzopyran-3-yl 3,4,5-Trihydroxybenzoate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ligand compounds which were unavailable in 3D format were downloaded in 2D format and converted to 3D using chem draw and energy minimization was done. The file obtained was in .sdf format, open babel tool was used to convert the file into .pdb format. The goal of energy minimization is to assist the docking algorithm in selecting the bioactive conformer among the local minima. One of the most important benefits of iGemdock is that it aids in the assignment of missing bond ordering, charges, bonds, and hybridization states of imported ligands. Figure 2 depicts the two-dimensional structures of screened ligands.
Preparation of protein structure

The three-dimensional crystal structure of AR receptor taken from Protein Data Bank (PDB) (http://www.rcsb.org/) AR (PDB ID: 1US0) [Howard et al., 2004] (Figure 3).

Protein quality was checked using Ramachandran plot. The structure was selected based on an analysis of 118 structures of resolution of at least 2.0 Angstroms and R-factor no greater than 20.0 a good quality model would be expected to have over 90% in the most favoured regions [A,B,L].

Usually structure obtained from PDB contains heavy atoms, metal ions and water molecules which have no information about bond orders, atomic charges or topologies and need to be cleaned to obtain desired conformation. It might also contain few misaligned groups. Tautomeric and ionization states are also unassigned [26].
Figure 4- Ramachandran Plot of 1USO protein

Prediction of binding site –

PrankWeb webserver was used to predict binding site [27]. The ligplot software was used to visualize the active site. The interactions shown are those mediated by hydrogen bonds and by hydrophobic contacts. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines between the atoms involved, while hydrophobic contacts are represented by an arc with spokes radiating towards the ligand atoms they contact. The contacted atoms are shown with spokes radiating back.

Validation and Analysis of Docked Receptor-Ligand Complex Structure-

The iGemdock tool was used to perform the computational docking processes in this study, which is useful for recognizing pharmacological interactions and virtual screening. Using iGemdock, the target protein 1USO from the PDB was docked to all of the ligands from Pubchem to determine the best binding site and analyze the protein-ligand interaction patterns. The docking technique took into account all of the chains in the 1USO protein molecule. The protein and ligand molecules were placed in the “prepare binding site” and “prepare compounds” areas, respectively. The “population size” and “generations” were both set to 50. The option "start dock" was chosen to start the docking operation. Rasmol software was used to examine the ligand-protein interactions. The data was analyzed, and the ligand with the best dock score function was chosen.

The scoring algorithm has to be evaluated first for the crystal structures to guarantee that ligands docked and provide accurate interaction with receptor (PDB: 1USO). In light of this, IDD594 (2-(4-bromo-2-fluorobenzylthiocarbamoyl)-5-(fluoro-phenoxy)-acetic acid was used to evaluate AR (PDB ID: 1USO). As shown in Table 2, they were used as control docking models. The docking result showed that iGemdock found the best orientation for the internal ligands.

Molecular Simulation

iGEMDOCK software was used to dock the receptor protein against all of the screened compounds, revealing drug-like characteristics, and the results were recorded. The goal of the research was to come up with appropriate binding geometries and investigate protein-ligand interactions. Using already bound ligand, the selected cavity in the iGEMDOCK aids in determining the active site or pre-existing active site for the receptor. The ligands inside the receptor are separated by a calculated physical distance (8 in this method), and the lead is released after a series of conformational modifications. The chemical makes its way into the receptor's active site. The motions include translations, rotations, and internal modifications to the ligand's structure, including torsion angle rotations. The system incurs a total energetic cost in Gibbs free energy for each of these conformational changes in the ligand. As a result, after each move, binding energy = A+B+C-D is estimated and computed, where A denotes final intermolecular energy + Vanderwalls energy (vdW) + hydrogen bonds + desolvation energy + electrostatic energy (kcal/mol), B denotes final total internal energy (kcal/mol), C denotes torsional free energy (kcal/mol), and D denotes unbound system's energy (kcal/mol) [26]
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Only a few compounds were able to pass the Lipinski criteria of five out of the 15 that were docked. Apart from docking energy, the binding mechanisms and interactions of each ligand with the functional residues of AR were examined in detail by visually analysing the docked complexes using iGemdock. In docking results, the hydrogen bonds involved with bond length were also taken into account. Table 2 show the docking results of our compounds against each PDB structure. When the value of logP is compared to docking score on different PDBs, it is concluded that logP and docking score have no relationship. The docking score of each molecule employed in the study can be compared to the H-bond acceptor. Molecules with an intermediate H-bond acceptor value and an intermediate logP value may be considered good antidiabetic components.

PrankWeb is an internet resource that provides access to P2Rank, a cutting-edge approach for predicting ligand binding sites. P2Rank is a template-free machine learning method based on local chemical neighbourhood ligand ability prediction centred on locations on a solvent-accessible protein surface [27]. The ligand binding sites are formed by clustering points with a high ligandability score. Active site found to be at A-chain having THR19, TRP20, LYS21, ASP43, SER159, ASN160, SER210, LEU212, SER214, LYS262, THR265, AR268, GLU271, ASN272 (Figure 5).

Figure 5. LIGPLOT of interactions involving ligand NDP

Wallace A and Laskowski R. LIGPLOT v.4.5.3 - Program for automatically plotting protein-ligand interactions [28]

The bond strains are accounted for by the first term in the energy function, where b=bond force constant and b- bo=distance from equilibrium that the atom has moved. The bond angles are represented by the second term in, where is the angle force constant and -o is the angle from equilibrium between three linked atoms. The third term is for the torsion angles where κϕ = dihedral force constant, n = multiplicity of the function, ϕ = dihedral angle and δ = phase shift. The fourth term accounts for out of plane bending, where Kω = force constant and ω-ωo= out of plane angle. The fifth term is
the Urey-Bradley component, where U is the relevant force constant and u is the distance between the 1,3 atoms in the harmonic potential. The last two terms reflect non-bonded interactions between pairs of atoms I j). Non-bonded forces are only applied to atom pairs separated by at least three bonds by definition.

\[
\sum_{\text{bonds}} k_b (b-b_0)^2 + \sum_{\text{angles}} k_\theta (\theta-\theta_0)^2 + \sum_{\text{dihedrals}} k_\phi (1 + \cos(n\phi-\phi_0)) + \sum_{\text{impropers}} k_\omega (\omega-\omega_0)^2 + \sum_{\text{Urey-Bradley}} k_(r-r_0)^2
\]

The electrostatic energy is computed using a Coulombic potential and the van Der Waals (VDW) energy is determined using a standard Lennard-Jones potential. The Rmin j term in the Lennard-Jones potential above is not the minimum of the potential, but rather the point at which the Lennard-Jones potential crosses the x-axis.

According to the results of docking score values on AR for anti-diabetic activity, constituents such as 9064, 65056, 72276 and 72276 had the best docking results, with the most significant effects observed on PDB ID: 1US0 against internal standard IDDS94 (Table 2).

Table 2: iGemDock score of internal ligand and extracted internal ligand of docked receptor-ligand complex structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-4369325-0.pdb</td>
<td>-149.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-65056-0.pdb</td>
<td>-144.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-9064-1.pdb</td>
<td>-131.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-72276-1.pdb</td>
<td>-133.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-72277-1.pdb</td>
<td>-126.565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-65064-0.pdb</td>
<td>-120.233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theses energies were released because of VDW, H bonds interaction between ligands and receptor. The bonding energy release can be found in Table 3.

Table 3- Energy release in making of docking complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>VDW</th>
<th>HBond</th>
<th>Int.ClusterID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-65056-0.pdb</td>
<td>-127.532</td>
<td>-16.5398</td>
<td>38.1563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-9064-1.pdb</td>
<td>-115.19</td>
<td>-15.8149</td>
<td>39.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-72276-1.pdb</td>
<td>-122.475</td>
<td>-11.2312</td>
<td>39.2857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-72277-1.pdb</td>
<td>-110.291</td>
<td>-16.2739</td>
<td>36.9545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cav1us0_NDP-65064-0.pdb</td>
<td>-84.2207</td>
<td>-36.0119</td>
<td>39.6364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5 shows the interaction of the standard and 9064. The traditional medicinal system has numerous options, which have yet to be fully explored for the treatment of many diseases [29]; nevertheless, if current computational chemistry tools are used to fully explore the potential of the old medicinal system, amazing results can be obtained[30], [31]. Many scientists have conducted similar investigations in the past, in which bioactive chemicals are docked on a certain receptor to determine its affinity [29], [32], [33], [34].

For assessing the possible antidiabetic components and their mechanism of action, authors applied structure-based drug design. The primary goal of choosing the AR receptor was to identify the main pathway via which Vitis vinifera may manifests its antidiabetic properties. The active ingredients from Vitis were shown to be highly active on aldose reductase, according to docking data. Many studies have confirmed the role of aldose reductase inhibitors in diabetes [35], [36]. Furthermore, we discovered that 9064 has the highest affinity for the enzyme aldose reductase (Figure 6a) as compared with 65056. In our molecular docking simulation on 1US0, it was found that Tyr 48 is the main amino acid is interacting with the 9064.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** (a) Binding mode of 9064 (coloured green) into the binding site of AR receptor. (b) Binding mode of 65056 (green) into the binding site of AR receptor. Docked USO complex with 65056 (c) and (d) 9064

4. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, the current research work was an attempt to draw insight into the structural, functional, and dynamical aspects of phytocompounds from Vitis vinifera. In the process, the compounds from literature revealed the presence of 15 anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins. These can be used to hypothesize a novel drug against diabetes as Vitis seeds is reported to have anticancer and antidiabetic properties. Our claims may be further strengthened and proved through attempts on in vitro and in vivo studies using a natural product, grape seed proanthocyanidin because of their efficient reduction of aldolase in the erythrocyte and inhibiting the occurrence of various related complications.
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